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Abstract: Recent years have witnessed the widespread use of data to recognize repeat and new consumers 
to offer them different prices, i.e., behavior-based pricing (BBP). While extant research has examined the 
impacts of BBP on the market, most of this research ignores the congestion effect in serving each 
consumer. This research extends the literature by investigating the effect of promised delay (PD) on firms 
and consumers and reveals the implications of BBP in competing congestion-prone systems such as 
DoorDash and Uber Eats. We establish a two-period dynamic game-theoretic duopoly model embedded 
with a queueing system. We find that without commitment on PD, implementing BBP with congestion has 
the same implications as traditional BBP effect without congestion --- BBP hurts the firm profits and 
increases consumer welfare. However, when firms pre-commit their PDs, the practice of BBP may lower the 
service quality and increase the operational efficiency of the industry, reversing its benefit to consumers 
but improving the profits of firms. Moreover, committed PD results in a Matthew effect where the firm with 
higher base value commits to a lower PD. BBP exacerbates this effect and further widens the quality gap 
between firms.  
This is joint work with Lei Fang, Ying Ouyang and Zhongbin Wang. 
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